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Wild Skin Eva
This work reveals the often racy, ribald, and sexually charged
nature of the vaudeville stage, looking at a broad array of
provocative performers from disrobing dancers to nude
posers to skimpily dressed athletes. Examining the ways in
which big-time vaudeville nonetheless managed to market
itself as pure, safe, and morally acceptable, this work
compares the industry’s marketing and promotional practices
to those of other emergent mass-marketers of the vaudeville
era in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Included are in-depth examinations of important figures from
the vaudeville stage such as Annette Kellerman and Eva
Tanguay. The work attempts to address historical context as
one means of understanding these performers with an
appreciation for their rebelliousness. It discusses censorship
and content control in the vaudeville era, and concludes with
an analysis of film’s part in the fall of vaudeville. Many
photographs, cartoons, and other illustrations are included.
In her day, Eva Tanguay (1879–1947) was one of the most
famous women in America. Widely known as the "I Don’t
Care Girl"—named after a song she popularized and her
independent, even brazen persona—Tanguay established
herself as a vaudeville and musical comedy star in 1901 with
the New York City premiere of the show My Lady—and never
looked back. Tanguay was, at the height of a long career that
stretched until the early 1930s, a trend-setting performer who
embodied the emerging ideal of the bold and sexual female
entertainer. Whether suggestively singing songs with titles
like "It’s All Been Done Before But Not the Way I Do It" and
"Go As Far As You Like" or wearing a daring dress made of
pennies, she was a precursor to subsequent generations of
performers, from Mae West to Madonna and Lady Gaga, who
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have been both idolized and condemned for simultaneously
displaying and playing with blatant displays of female
sexuality. In Queen of Vaudeville, Andrew L. Erdman tells
Eva Tanguay’s remarkable life story with verve. Born into the
family of a country doctor in rural Quebec and raised in a New
England mill town, Tanguay found a home on the vaudeville
stage. Erdman follows the course of her life as she amasses
fame and wealth, marries (and divorces) twice, engages in
affairs closely followed in the press, declares herself a
Christian Scientist, becomes one of the first celebrities to get
plastic surgery, loses her fortune following the Wall Street
Crash of 1929, and receives her last notice, an obituary in
Variety. The arc of Tanguay’s career follows the history of
American popular culture in the first half of the twentieth
century. Tanguay’s appeal, so dependent on her physical
presence and personal charisma, did not come across in the
new media of radio and motion pictures. With nineteen rare or
previously unpublished images, Queen of Vaudeville is a
dynamic portrait of a dazzling and unjustly forgotten show
business star.
Jacqueline "Jaq" BergeronÑNew Orleanian, suffragist,
freethinkerÑdrove an ambulance on the battlefields of Europe
during the Great War. She returns home and finds herself
isolated in rural East Texas, keeping house for her war-hero
husband as she awaits his promised divorce and plans her
escape. But then she meets Molly. Molly Russell lives for her
music, which sustains her as she cares for her son and
husband, and suffers her mother-in-law. When she meets
Jaq, a world she never imagined opens to herÑa world
entirely out of reach. With the storm of war still raging in
Europe and other battles to be fought at home, can two
women bound by the land and family ties find the freedom to
love and build a life together?
In the latest story of the Elder Races, two mates face their
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deadliest challenge yet—each other… Pia and Dragos’s
magical young son Liam (the Peanut), is growing at an
unprecedented rate, and if that isn't enough, he is also
exhibiting new, and unpredictable, magical gifts. To protect
him, the concerned parents decide to move to upstate New
York. Both Dragos and Pia relish the idea of leaving behind
the city. They finally have the space to indulge their Wyr side,
and Liam can grow in safety. It’s a breath of fresh
air—literally—but their idyllic situation is shattered when Dragos
is injured in a freak accident. Stripped of his memory and
bereft of Pia’s taming influence, there’s nothing holding back
Dragos’s darkest side. And in order to restore her family and
save her mate, Pia must confront the most powerful menace
in Elder Races history. It’s going to take more than a penny
to fix this… (31,250 words)
Personalized Pink Leopard Print Notebook (Animal Skin
Pattern). College Ruled (Lined) Journal for Notes, Diary,
Journaling. Wild Cat Theme Design with Cheetah Fur Graphic
Toys of Misfortune
With Fire and Sword, The Deluge & Pan Michael
Harlequin Presents September 2013 - Bundle 2 of 2
A Whisper of Disgrace\Never Say No to a
Caffarelli\Captivated by Her Innocence\A Reputation to
Uphold
Loving Eva (In Light of Shadows Series Book 2)
This comprehensive biography of the actress film critic Rex Reed
called “a national treasure” draws on Robert A. Schanke’s
interviews and correspondence not only with Eva Le Gallienne but
also with more than one hundred of her colleagues and friends,
including Glenda Jackson, Burgess Meredith, Eli Wallach, Peter
Falk, Ellen Burstyn, Anne Jackson, Farley Granger, Jane
Alexander, Uta Hagen, and Rosemary Harris. Forty-two
illustrations offer highlights of Le Gallienne’s many notable
performances in such plays as Hedda Gabler, Liliom, The Cherry
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Orchard, Peter Pan, Camille, Mary Stuart, The Royal Family,and
The Dream Watcher. Behind her public role as a famous actress and
as the founding and maintaining force of the first civic repertory
theatre in the United States, Eva Le Gallienne led a private life
complicated by her identity as a lesbian. Schanke considers Le
Gallienne’s sexuality and how it played a role in the struggles,
defeats, and triumphs that combined to inspire her greatness.
Shattered Applause, a finalist for the Lambda Literary Award for
Lesbian Nonfiction, tells a fascinating story that also serves as a
barometer of the changing values, tastes, and attitudes of American
society.
The sensual trilogy of Eva and Clive continues in the hotly
anticipated follow-up to Chasing Eva... He’s addicted to her. He’s
obsessed by her. He cannot stay away from her. He doesn’t want to.
He couldn’t bear to. But when demons from his past threaten his
future with Eva, he must make a devastating choice. A choice that
may lead him to lose her…forever. Her days are darkening. She’s
losing all control. Her only anchor is Clive. But her troubles are
mounting, and she’s pulling him with her into deep danger. Will
their limitless passion overcome it all? Or will she lose him
too...forever. *Second book in a series of three. *Read Chasing Eva
before reading this book. *Underlying suspense concludes in
Killing Eva.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Thea
Harrison… This collection contains Dragos Takes a Holiday, Pia
Saves the Day, and Peanut Goes to School (two novellas and a short
story in the Elder Races series, previously published separately). All
three stories focus on the Cuelebres, the First Family of the Wyr.
Dragos Takes a Holiday: When the Cuelebre family heads to
Bermuda for some much needed R&R, it’s no ordinary weekend in
the sun. Between Pirates, treasure hunting, and a baby dragon… what
could possibly go wrong? Pia Saves the Day: The Cuelebres have
moved to upstate New York where they finally have the space to
indulge their Wyr side, and Liam can grow in safety. Their idyllic
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situation is shattered when Dragos is injured and stripped of his
memory. Without Pia’s taming influence, there’s nothing holding
back Dragos’s darkest side. Peanut Goes to School: Dragos
Cuelebre is no longer the only dragon. At just six months of age,
Liam has already grown to the size of a large five-year-old boy. In
an effort to give him a taste of normality, his parents enroll him in
first grade. But school has a surprising number of pitfalls, and Liam
is fast becoming one of the most dangerous creatures in all of the
Elder Races.
E.V.A.IN.E. - Lessons Learned from the Old MakersPage
Publishing Inc
Church Girl Gone Wild
An International Conspiracy Thriller
Undying
Willow Wildthing and the Shooting Star
The Greatest Works of Henryk Sienkiewicz
Killing Eva
All life forms dream. Even the overlooked organism in the soil
beneath our feet which ventilate the soil. Many of these have
extended life spans exceeding our own. Likewise among this
category are variations that achieve remarkable
transformations to their physical makeup. The struggling
caterpillar, which has the ability to acquire a state of
metamorphosis, can attain a winged form capable of drinking
the nectar of its culminating attainment...its philosophy if you
will. Thereby fulfilling its destiny. The passage of time has
shown the prediction to evolve a thought to take a form that will
result in an action of beauty and resounding results. My
daughter will also dream one day following this pattern of
evolution and guard the flower's nectar for the future
transcendent and its proclamation to the universe. The "fractal
key" will propel my created daughter to acquire a complexity
that surrounds the observer and instructs him to abolish the
excess that is defeating its efforts to become something more
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than before...To transcend! -Personal notes of Dr. Shesgal
Ollemanhalu
In the Wilderness, where magic and nature collide, there are
magical creatures and strange powers at work. In this story the
Wild Things - a group of children who have taken on the
characteristics of the wild creatures they are named after - find
that their camp has been destroyed by a flood. If only it would
stop raining, then, perhaps, they could enjoy the meteor shower
and the wishes that they make on the shooting stars would come
true.
Harlequin Presents brings you four new titles for one great
price, available now for a limited time only from September 1 to
September 30! Look for glamorous international settings,
powerful men and passionate romances in these four stories by
USA TODAY bestselling authors. This Harlequin Presents
bundle includes A Whisper of Disgrace by Sharon Kendrick,
Never Say No to a Caffarelli by Melanie Milburne, Captivated
by Her Innocence by Kim Lawrence and A Reputation to
Uphold by Victoria Parker. Look for 8 new exciting stories
every month from Harlequin Presents!
“I’d rather be an optimist and a fool, than a pessimist and
right” (Albert Einstein). It’s the summer of ’61 and fifteen-yearold Firpo has escaped the sweltering Bronx and gone up the
lake to spend his vacation. He’s decided to find a girlfriend, a
steady, just like the cool guys on American Bandstand dance
with in South Philly. He figures it will be a cinch. What Firpo
doesn’t figure on are the confounding consequences that result
from mixing teenage hormones with young and stupid mental
states. Journey back to a more innocent time as Firpo and his
merry band of friends set out on a quest for love and the
answer to life’s sweet mystery in the land of foolish optimists.
Where Secrets Lie
Sex, Morals and the Mass Marketing of Amusement, 1895–1915
American Fur Breeder
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Reproduction index, a useful tool for conservation management
Eva's Eye
The Greased Watermelon

The Polish author Henryk Sienkiewicz is best
remembered for his historical novels, particularly the
internationally known bestseller ‘Quo Vadis’.
Numerous translations of his innovative novels gained
him international renown, culminating with the 1905
Nobel Prize in Literature for "outstanding merits as
an epic writer." This comprehensive eBook presents
Sienkiewicz’ complete works, with numerous
illustrations, rare texts appearing in digital print for
the first time, informative introductions and the usual
Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully
illustrated with images relating to Sienkiewicz’ life
and works * Concise introductions to the novels and
other texts * All 10 translated novels, with individual
contents tables * Images of how the books were first
published, giving your eReader a taste of the original
texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * Features
rare short stories appearing for the first time in digital
publishing * Special chronological and alphabetical
contents tables for the short stories * Easily locate the
short stories you want to read * Scholarly ordering of
texts into chronological order and literary genres
Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through
our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Trilogy
With Fire and Sword The Deluge Pan Michael Other
Novels Without Dogma Children of the Soil Quo Vadis
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The Knights of the Cross On the Field of Glory
Whirlpools In Desert and Wilderness The Shorter
Fiction Yanko the Musician and Other Stories Lillian
Morris and Other Stories Hania and Other Stories Let
Us Follow Him Sielanka: A Forest Picture, and Other
Stories In Vain Life and Death and Other Legends and
Stories The Short Stories List of Short Stories in
Chronological Order List of Short Stories in
Alphabetical Order Non-Fiction and Dramas So Runs
the World Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to
browse through our range of exciting titles or to
purchase this eBook as a Parts Edition of individual
eBooks
A great war, a great love, and the mythology that
unites them; The Hawkman: A Fairy Tale of the Great
War is a lyrical adaptation of a beloved classic. Set
against the shattering events of the late 19th and early
20th centuries, at the tale’s heart are an American
schoolteacher—dynamic and imaginative—and an Irish
musician, homeless and hated—who have survived
bloodshed, poverty, and sickness to be thrown together
in an English village. Together they quietly hide from
the world in a small cottage. Too soon, reality shatters
their serenity, and they must face the parochial
community. Unbeknownst to all, a legend is in the
making—one that will speak of courage and resilience
amidst the forces that brought the couple together
even as outside forces threaten to tear them apart.
Nick Delisantro is famous--for his scripts, for his looks
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and above all for his ruthless bad-boy charm. Eva, on
the other hand, has spent her life being an overlooked
wallflower! Now she has to meet with Mr. Tall, Dark
and Brooding or her only chance of promotion is
over.... Nick can't stop staring at the mysterious,
blushing girl who's dressed like a vixen but frozen
under his gaze like a rabbit in headlights.... He can't
wait to see what's behind that innocent front! But
Nick's about to get far more than he'd bargained
for--not only does Eva have the key to his secret past,
but there's nothing more dangerously addictive than a
good girl going wild....
At his grandfather's deathbed, Isaac Hunt, a black
man with blue eyes and skin so fair he looks white,
learns his parents aren't really his parents. Armed
with only his birth mother's name and the city where
she last lived and reeling from betrayal, he goes in
search of her and in search of the truth about his past.
His odyssey takes him deep into the south, where the
Klan still rules the small town of his birth, and where
more than one person does not want Isaac to uncover
the truth about who he his. Along the way, he must
deal with issues of faith and forgiveness in this comingof-age novel about race, identity, courage, and truth.
Windbreak
The Battle for WondLa
A Single Breath
The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror
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Pia Saves The Day
This meticulously edited Henryk Sienkiewicz
collection presents the finest selected works of 1905
Nobel Prize laureate. Contents: Novels Quo Vadis In
Desert and Wilderness With Fire and Sword The
Deluge Pan Michael Children of the Soil On the Field
of Glory Whirlpools Without Dogma In Vain Short
Story Collections Lillian Morris and Other Stories
Hania and Other Stories Sielanka, a Forest Picture,
and Other Stories Life and Death and Other Legends
and Stories So Runs the World
On the green hills and steep cliffs of ancient Ireland,
there is a village that is no different than the rest.
That is until they encounter some dark visitors from a
mysterious land. Many have died because of these
visitors, but Runa has a plan to free his people from
the iron grasp of these demons. Using magic and
some unknown words, they conjure a demon of their
own. She gives them great power, but with it came a
curse on their poor village. Now every full moon the
village’s male descendants, travel to their enemy’s
castle to be locked away from their loved ones so
that they don’t harm them. Eva, a beautiful fifteen
year old girl walks the path of the wolves for the first
time. With the love of her life beside her and her
father leading the way, they walk with sorrow and
uncertainty in their hearts. Knowing that she won’t
have long to live after her change that night. The
curse belongs to the men in the village and cannot
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reside in the hearts of women. Their only hope is a
cure, and must depend on their greatest enemy to
find it before Eva’s last moon.
These classics follow a dramatized versions of
famous events in Polish history, weaving fact and
fiction. The first novel, titled With Fire and Sword,
chronicles the mid-17th century Ukrainian Cossacks
revolt in Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth known as
the Khmelnytsky Uprising. The second book, The
Deluge, describes the Swedish invasion of Poland in
the mid 17th century known as The Deluge, which
followed the Khmelnytsky Uprising. The final novel,
Pan Michael, follows wars between Poland and the
Ottoman Empire in the late 17th century.
Toys of Misfortune is a collection of ten short stories
that depict the sorrow caused by unrequited love,
death, abuse, adversity, discrimination, illness, and
more. While illustrating the emotional turmoil that
people in these situations face, they also serve as
reminders that every human life has a great
significance and every hardship we face has its
purpose.
A Collection of Short Stories
The Making of Isaac Hunt
The Bounty Hunter and the Heiress
The Skin of Our Teeth
Spawning Migration of the European Eel
Blue Vaudeville
Investigating the murder of a dead man
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who had been missing for months,
Inspector Sejer and his team discover
that his death is linked to the murder
of a prostitute and to Eva, a
struggling artist and a divorced single
mother who holds to key to solving both
murders. 15,000 first printing.
Evangeline Hallowell has sworn not to
rest until she finds the dirty swindler
who conned her sister. So when
Colorado's best bounty hunter, J. D.
Raven, refuses to help, the determined
heiress joins the trail as his
"wife"—for better or for worse…. With
enemies galore gunning for him, the
last thing Raven needs is some
stubborn, sass-mouthed hellcat landing
them both in bigger trouble! But he
soon finds keeping Eva safe is way
easier than keeping himself from
wanting her….
“[A] gorgeous and satisfying thriller.”
—Booklist (starred review) Perfect for
fans of Courtney Summers, this
seductive and intense thriller unfolds
in interwoven timelines of two summers
as three friends are torn apart by
buried secrets and star-crossed
attraction…then pulled back together by
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tragedy. Amy Larsen has spent every
summer with her cousin Ben and their
best friend Teddy in River Run,
Kentucky, loving country life and
welcoming the break from her intensive
ambitions and overbearing mother—until
the summer she and Teddy confront the
changing feelings and simmering sexual
tension growing between them,
destroying the threesome’s friendship
in a dramatic face-off. One year later,
Amy returns to River Run dreading what
she might find. But when Teddy’s sister
disappears, Amy, Ben, and Teddy agree
to put aside their differences to
search for her. As they dig deeper into
the dark history of their small town,
all three friends must unearth the
truths that tie their families to
tragedy, cope with their own toxic
upbringings and beliefs, and atone for
the damage done to each other and
themselves. Told in two interwoven
timelines—the summer where everything
changed, and the summer that changes
everything—Where Secrets Lie is a
seductive thriller as dark as it is
enthralling.
Beautifully designed, personalized
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notebook for Eva. This journal features
pink leopard print on high-quality
softcover. The notebook contains 120
pages of narrow-lined, white paper and
measures 7 x 10 inches (between A5 and
A4 format). The journal provides plenty
of writing space and is easy to carry
everywhere in a bag or backpack. It can
be used for school notes, office work,
personal journaling and other writing
needs. Click on the cover image to see
exactly what the interior looks like.
Namester - We Love Names We at
Namester, are passionate about names
and creating unique, personalized
notebooks. We believe that your name is
something special and we hope to make
your writing experience a little more
extraordinary. For more great designs Search on Amazon for "Namester Eva"
Size: 7 x 10 inch (17.8 x 25.4 cm) Page
Count: 120 pages (60 sheets) Paper
Type: College Ruled (Lined) Paper Cover
Type: Paperback, Matte
The Good, the Bad and the Wild
Studies in Sanskrit Syntax
The Dew drop [ed. by J.K.].
A Dragon's Family Album
More than a Cowboy
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Queen of Vaudeville
From the fires of war, a queen must
rise. Against all odds, Eva and her
friends are alive. And they’ve returned
home with the only chance the Windsworn
have of defeating the Smelterborn.
Hope, however, will prove to be shortlived and bittersweet. An army of iron
golems marches west and nothing can
stop them. To survive the coming war,
the gryphon riders must stand with old
enemies against the ancient darkness.
As the fighting begins, a small band
makes their way east on a desperate
quest: to destroy the source of the
Smelterborn’s power once and for all.
Chances are, none of them will make it
out alive. Eva and Fury will be tested
like never before. Heroes will fall.
Kingdoms will shatter. The price of
victory has never been higher. Will Eva
succeed in driving back the darkness or
will everything she loves be crushed
beneath the iron fist of the
Smelterborn? Don’t miss the epic
conclusion of the Gryphon Riders
Trilogy!
How can you say goodbye to the love of
your life? In Undying Michel Faber
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honours the memory of his wife, who
died after a six-year battle with
cancer. Bright, tragic and candid,
these poems are an exceptional
chronicle of what it means to find the
love of your life. And what it is like
to have to say goodbye. All I can do,
in what remains of my brief time, is
mention, to whoever cares to listen,
that a woman once existed, who was kind
and beautiful and brave, and I will not
forget how the world was altered,
beyond recognition, when we met.
SHE NEVER SUSPECTED THE MONSTERS OF
MYTH WERE REAL … OR THAT SHE WAS ONE OF
THEM. Eva wasn’t the sort of girl to
believe in fairytales, until the day
she fell through a portal and landed
across the galaxy, in a place known as
the “Common.” Light years from Earth,
and surrounded by vampyres, shifters,
and witches, Eva quickly discovers she
isn’t quite as human as she once
believed, and there is no going back to
the life she once knew. Eva soon finds
herself caught up in a dangerous
mission to save the hybrid species of
the Common, harassed by her own strange
magical abilities that she can’t
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control, and plagued by an undeniable
attraction to a cranky shifter captain,
who also happens to be her boss. HE
THOUGHT HIS FUTURE HAD PERISHED WITH
HIS LAST MISSION … UNTIL HER. Luhc
spent half of his life fighting for the
survival of the shunned and abandoned
hybrid species of the Common, and he
nearly lost everything in the process.
When he walked away from his mission,
Luhc had intended to never return. But
when fate (with a little help from a
meddling witch) brings him face-to-face
with a peculiar woman with a penchant
for finding trouble, Luhc must once
again join the fight to save the
Common, or risk losing the only woman
to awaken his soul. AN ADDICTING &
HILARIOUS, ACTION-PACKED ADVENTURE!
Join Eva, Luhc, and the rest of the
wacky crew of the Casta Pollux, as they
embark on an epic adventure filled with
rebel clones, sexy shifters,
hellhounds, manipulative demon kings,
psychotic stalkers, magical alien
worlds, gladiator pirates, and
uncharted nebulae, as they cross the
galaxy in search of the one thing that
will save the hybrids of the Common, a
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new home. THIS SET INCLUDES: Uncommon
(Book One) Untamed (Book Two) Unmoored
(Book Three) Uncharted (Book Four)
He's all wrong but he makes her feel
like she's flying… When Sierra Carmody
lands a temporary job as a private
helicopter pilot for Garret Tate, it’s
a dream come true. The last thing she
expects or wants is to fight a powerful
attraction to her new boss when their
families share a painful history. But
Garret draws her like no other, and she
can’t stop thinking about him. His
world is sinking but she feels like
solid ground… Garret Tate is determined
to be nothing like his father, which
means keeping his hands strictly to
himself around the hired help. But
Sierra tempts him far more than just
physically. She’s smart, funny, capable
and honest and everything he never knew
he wanted. It’s not long before they
give in to their off-the-charts
chemistry. But just as they start to
think it's real love, Garret's father's
dark past catches up with them,
threatening to bring everything
crashing down. Torn between family
loyalty and love, can there be a safe
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landing?
Eva’s Moon
A Love Story
The Hawkman
Chronicles of the Common, Part One
(Books 1-4)
A Play
Delphi Complete Works of Henryk
Sienkiewicz (Illustrated)
Eva Gordon likes fashion, fun and hanging out with friends, so
she can't believe she has to spend the entire summer in a
cottage in the countryside with her parents and eight-year-old
Joey. Worse, it looks like she's going to be stuck with Kate, the
girl next door who doesn't care about being cool ... it's Eva's
worst nightmare come true! But when the girls have to pull
together to solve a problem, Eva finds out that there's more to
life than having the right hair or clothes and sometimes 'weird'
girls can make the best friends.
Freshwater eels are almost infinitely improbable creatures.
They spawn and die in the middle of the ocean, often
associated with undersea mountains. Their tra- parent, leaflike larvae move with ocean currents for months or years until
they approach the mouths of freshwater rivers. Then they
undergo a dramatic transf- mation in morphology, physiology
and behavior. They move from their planktonic oceanic
environment, migrate upstream and live for several years as
apex fre- water predators. Then, almost impossibly, as they
become sexually mature, they reverse their migration
downstream to the ocean and back to spawning grounds to
complete their life cycle. The dramatic changes in their life
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cycles are incredible. The efforts to unravel the details of their
life history have been truly daunting. Much of the past
research was the work of dedicated individuals who devoted
their lifetime research to these fishes. Freshwater eels merit a
separate chapter in almost any textbook dealing with
ichthyology, marine biology or animal migration. We know a
great deal about some aspects of the biology of freshwater
eels. However, our understanding of their bi- ogy still
resembles a work of art as much as a work of science. To some
it appears like the sweeping brush strokes of a Japanese Zen
landscape, to others it resembles the work of a French
impressionist, and to still others it appears as magic realism.
What makes a good God-fearing woman go bad? And once
she's gone, is there any way to get her back? Eva spends much
of her life torn between the man she had and the man she has.
On paper they both look like ideal husband material. But
looks, as we all know, can be bought, faked, or photo-shopped.
Everyone around Eva seems to keep shoveling lies to bury
their secrets. As Eva starts to dig for the truth she realizes it's
impossible to stay clean, especially while playing in someone
else's dirt. When she finds herself framed for embezzling from
her own clients, her future depends on whether this "church
girl" can adapt and survive the gritty, dog eat dog reality of
prison to set right the one who's wronged her.
From the celebrated author of Swimming at Night, a powerful
and moving saga of one woman’s struggle to overcome her
husband’s death and uncover his dark, mysterious past. A
young widow discovers her husband was not who he claimed
to be—and finds herself falling in love with the wrong man. Eva
has only been married for eight months when her husband,
Jackson, is swept to his death while fishing. Weighed down by
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confusion and sorrow, Eva decides to take leave of her
midwifery practice and visit Jackson’s estranged family with
the hope of grieving together. Instead, she discovers that the
man she loved so deeply is not the man she thought she knew.
Jackson’s father and brother reveal a dark past, exposing the
lies her marriage was built upon. As Eva struggles to come to
terms with the depth of Jackson’s deception, she must also
confront her growing attraction to Jackson’s brother, Saul,
who offers her intimacy, passion, and answers to her most
troubling questions. Will Eva be able to move forward, or will
she be caught up in a romance with Saul, haunted by her
husband’s past? Threading together beautiful, wild settings
and suspenseful twists, A Single Breath is a gripping tale of
secrets, betrayals, and new beginnings.
Eva
A Fairy Tale of the Great War
Historical Novels
E.V.A.IN.E. - Lessons Learned from the Old Makers
A Novella of the Elder Races
The Story of Eva Tanguay

All hope for a peaceful coexistence between
humankind and aliens seems lost in the third
installment of the WondLa trilogy. Eva Nine
has gone into hiding for fear of luring the
wicked Loroc to her companions. However,
news of the city Solas being captured by the
human leader, Cadmus Pryde, forces Eva into
action once again. With help from an unlikely
ally, Eva tries to thwart Loroc's ultimate plan
for both mankind and the alien life on Orbona.
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Witnessing a dramatic death at London's
Waterloo Station triggers a series of events
that shatter Eva Scott's world. Dying words
uttered on the station concourse awaken a
history she had thought long buried. But the
past is about to be resurrected, in all its brutal
reality. Soon, Eva's life is out of her hands. A
genetic key is keeping her alive - but
foreshadowing her death. People she loved
and lost materialise and then disappear,
testing the limits of her sanity. Inextricably
linked to her survival is the potential
takedown of an economic power, on which
hang the lives of many others. The only way
out is through. But Eva's life is no longer her
own. And it's killing her.
A timeless statement about human
foibles...and human endurance, The Skin of
Our Teeth is Thornton Wilder’s brilliant,
Pulitzer Prize-winning play, now reissued with
a beautiful new cover and updated afterword
by Wilder’s nephew, Tappan Wilder. Time
magazine called The Skin of Our Teeth "a sort
of Hellzapoppin' with brains," as it broke from
established theatrical conventions and walked
off with the 1943 Pulitzer Prize for Best
Drama. Combining farce, burlesque, and
satire (among other styles), Thornton Wilder
departs from his studied use of nostalgia and
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sentiment in Our Town to have an Eternal
Family narrowly escape one disaster after
another, from ancient times to the present.
Meet George and Maggie Antrobus (married
only 5,000 years); their two children, Gladys
and Henry (perfect in every way!); and their
maid, Sabina (the ageless vamp) as they
overcome ice, flood, and war—by the skin of
their teeth. Witty, clever, and provocative,
The Skin of Our Teeth showcases Wilder’s
storytelling genius and his extraordinary
talents at delving deep into the human
psyche.
The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction
First Tango in Paris
The British Friend
Shattered Applause
Quo Vadis, In Desert and Wilderness, With Fire
and Sword, The Deluge, Pan Michael, Children
of the Soil, On the Field of Glory, Whirlpools,
Without Dogma, In Vain
The Lives of Eva Le Gallienne
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